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Abstract

Pathogens must express their stress response and virulence genes at precisely the right time to cause disease. To do so, they rely on the action of small proteins and regulatory RNAs that control the activity and the abundance of signal transduction pathway components that are essential for promoting bacterial adaptation to environmental insults. We have uncovered two novel regulatory mechanisms controlling virulence and stress response pathways in the pathogen Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium (S. Typhimurium). First, we identified a novel small protein that governs a critical virulence program for S. Typhimurium. We established that the novel small protein UgtS prevents the virulence protein UgtL from activating the master virulence regulator PhoP inside macrophages. S. Typhimurium produces two ugtSugtL mRNAs but only one of them allows ugtS translation. UgtS regulatory role appears to be critical for causing disease in warm-blooded animals because the ugtS gene is absent from S. enterica serovars that infect cold-blooded animals. Our findings establish how a horizontally acquired bicistron enables pathogens to time their virulence programs by controlling ancestral regulators. Second, we have determined that the small regulatory RNA STnc850 acts as a negative feedback regulator of the Rcs envelope stress response that mediates bacterial adaptation to outer membrane stress and cell wall perturbations. Future work will aim at elucidating the mechanism of action and the physiological relevance of STnc850. Because overactivation of the Rcs pathway attenuates virulence, STnc850 regulatory action is expected to contribute to Salmonella’s ability to cause disease.
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